CAPTAIN FLANDRY: DEFENDER OF THE TERRAIN EMPIRE ANDERSON, Poul The fifth volume of Bear’s renown of the Techno Civilization Saga. Top notch space opera – don’t miss! Science Fiction PBK $36.95

PROJECT DOUBLE RED ANDREW, John Audrey Calhoun left behind her life in the Edge, and she’s determined to stay on the straight and narrow. But when her brother gets into trouble and the former third in line to the throne is on the run, she finds herself matching wits with a pack of tralls. Urban Fantasy PBK $10.95

THE DEPARTURE, Neal Visible in the night sky the Argus Station looks down on nightmare Earth. From Argus the Committee keep an oppressive control: citizens are watched by cams systems and political officials, it’s a world shaped by philosopher, resurrected, raised, and his best friends are death and glory. And even of all the; it’s a world with a human Fantasy PBK $19.99

MORGANVILLE VAMPIRES 11: LAST BREATH CANDE, Rachel Science Fiction PBK $22.99

SCIENCE FICTION MASTERWORKS: RUR & WAR WITH THE NEWTS CAST, P.C. Producer: the U.N., helping the aliens to integrate. When alien Kalp joins their team, they learn that Kalp’s “weird” is a science-fiction porpoise. cannot be complete until Yalgaard is a dual world. “Real/spiritual realizations are, in many ways, unparalleled in the genre.” – Library Journal Science Fiction PBK $32.99

THE THY SEA BISTR, Elizabeth This third book in Bear’s Trolls of Britain series picks up immediately after the end of All the Wonderful Trolls ($16.95). Earlier, out as an audiobook, is raising his Minion’s son now named Eldil. But danger is coming in the form of the goddess Rhyzofor, who wants to control the world of Yalgaard. Fantasy TP $16.95

THE DEAPERS ARE THE ANGELS BEEL, Aidos Born into a crumbling society plagued by zombies, all 15-year-old children are killed or killed if they don’t want to. Whipped to submit to a safe house, she murders her attacker and goes on the run. Fantasy PBK $19.99

ANGELS OF VENGEANCE BIRMINGHAM, John Alternate history TP $32.99

THE TRAITOR’S DAUGHTER BRANDON, Paula On the Volfed Islands, enigmatic signs are apparent to those with the talent to read them. The polarity of magic is wars against at its source, birthing a raw upheaval: it’s time for the very balance of nature to be shattered. The culmination of cataclysmic events to come, Joanna Bandleur, the beautiful, privileged daughter of a powerful Earthlink watched over, has only one overriding reason is her journey to meet her progressive husband. “Complicated complex motivations” and character dynamics mark Paula Brandon’s welcome debut.” – Jacqueline Carey Fantasy TP $20.95

HEART OF STEEL BROOK, Meljean Paranormal romance PBK $20.95

FATED BROWNIE, S. G. Paranormal romance PBK $36.95

Because they are new books, we are offering them at a reduced price. Because space is limited, we are not able to order anything if we don’t have it on our shelves. And some extent the shipping companies – order anything if we don’t have it on the shelves. And Supply when available. Because space is limited, we are not able to order anything if we don’t have it on the shelves. And Supply when available.
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